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I projektet Västlänken kommer en av de tre nya underjordiska stationerna ligga i ett större 

bergrum. Precis ovanför bergrummet, med en låg bergtäckning och intill en stor öppen 

lerschakt ligger Haga Kyrkan. Kyrkan är ca 170 år gammal och i nygotisk stil, byggd i 

tegel- och sandsten. Kyrkan är således en känslig byggnad med högt kulturellt värde och 

att övervaka byggnaden och omgivningen blir en utmaning på grund av bland annat 

fysiska hinder och potentiella risker för rörelser, differentiella rörelser och sprickor. Innan 

schaktning och berguttag planeras en mycket omfattande monitoreringskampanj att sättas 

igång, bestående av traditionella sättnings- och automatiska totalstationsmätningar, men 

även lutningssensorer, inklinometrar, extensometrar, sprickmätare, InSAR- samt 

vibrationsmätningar. Omfattande strukturella, geotekniska och hydrogeologiska 

kontrollprogram kommer att upprättas för att verifiera att systemen uppfyller 

projekteringens antaganden och krav med avseende på både förväntade och maximalt 

tillåtna rörelser och deformationer i berget, i marken och i själva kyrkan. 

Kontrollprogrammen utarbetats av Trafikverket och AGN (entreprenör) och stäms av 

med kyrkans ägare. Denna artikel beskriver kontrollprogram och mätningstekniska 

system och kopplingen till både kyrkan men också till planerad tunneldrivning och 

schaktning.  

 

In the West Link project, one of the stations is located in a large rock cavern. Directly 

above the cavern (low rock coverage) and adjacent a substantial open soft clay 

excavation, the Haga church is situated. The church is about 170 years old and in Anglican 

Style made of brick and sandstone. It is certainly a sensitive asset of high cultural value 

as well as a challenging monitoring task due to highly dense presence of physical 

constraints and its vulnerability due to deformations, differential deformations and cracks. 

Prior to clay and rock excavation; an extensive survey campaign; consisting of traditional 

settlement and total station measurements but even clinometers, ground inclinometers, 

extensometers, crack meters, InSAR and vibration monitoring; have been foreseen. An 

extensive structural, geotechnical and hydrogeological monitoring program will be 

carried out to verify that the systems meets the design assumptions and requirements in 

terms of imposed deformations to the ground and the church itself. The measurement 

programs have been elaborated by Trafikverket and AGN (contractor) and are 
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coordinated with the church owner. This article describes the measurement system and 

its connection to the church but also to the planned tunnelling and open cut works. 

Geotechnical monitoring, structural health monitoring, rock cavern, deformations, 

cultural building 
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The West Link project 

The West Link project is a commuter railway tunnel under the city of Gothenburg 

including three new stations. The main tunnels are about 6 km long, passes the sections 

alternating rock and soil, which is mainly clay. Furthermore, several service tunnels, 

ventilation shafts and entrances are being built.  

The West Link project is located in complex both hydrogeological and historical 

conditions. Clay layers in the valleys are generally filling on the top and a relatively thick 

layer of clay underneath. The clay normally rests on a layer of coarser material, cohesion 

less soil so called friction layer, with rock underneath. In general, the clay is slightly over-

consolidated, highly plastic and medium sensitive. Rock is mainly gneiss. 

Hydrogeological conditions in the project area comprise of different aquifers, the upper 

aquifer in the fill layers and the lower aquifer in the frictional layer overlaying the bedrock 

and the bedrock aquifer.  Many buildings and archaeological remains are sensitive to 

water table alteration. Due to the change of the coastline and city structure, many mainly 

17th century fortifications, quay walls, city walls are currently underground, which causes 

great interest of archaeologists and causes a lot of hassle for construction works. 

The rock tunnels are excavated through conventional drill and blast method and are to be 

supported by rock bolts and shotcrete mainly. In contrary, the clay parts are to be built-

up of concrete tunnels. The civil works for the tunnel are divided into four contracts, see 

Figure 1. The total project cost is 20 Billion Swedish crowns in 2009 years price level. 

 

Figure 1  Översiktskarta projekt Västlänken 

   The West Link project overview 
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The Haga contract 

The Haga contract, with the awarded contractor AGN (a consortium of 

Astaldi/Gülermak/NRC), consists of large parts of tunnels between Stora Hamnkanalen 

and Johanneberg, and the station in Haga of approximately 700 m length. The tunnels are 

double track tunnels, whereas the stations have two platforms, hence four tracks. The 

station is situated adjacent Nya Allén and the Handelshögskolan, were also the entrances 

have been located, see Figure 2. The rock part of the station comprises an about 250 m 

long and 50 m wide rock cavern. To facilitate the wide span concrete pillars are installed 

in the cavern. Both due to the fact that the station is wide and concrete pillars are to be 

installed during tunnel excavation works, strict demands on excavation and sequencing 

support, and on the monitoring programs during excavation works, are in place. Directly 

above the rock cavern the Haga church and the university library are situated.   

This article will concentrate on the ongoing and planned monitoring of the Haga church 

building. The tunnelling works adjacent and under the church are to commence in about 

one year. 

 

Figure 2  Allmän plan och profil för Hagastationen, kyrkan är placerad i mitten av planen och profilen (se röda  
   pilar) 

   General plan and profile for the Haga station, the church is placed in the centre of the plan and profile 

   (see red arrows)  

The monitoring program is mainly carried out within the design and build part of the 

AGN contract that includes monitoring of the impact of construction on the surroundings 
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as well as control and observations of the built systems like retaining structures 

deformations along with others. Of course, there are foreseen measurements and 

programs that are directly coupled to the rock excavation – but they are made within the 

BoQ contract part and are more coupled to rock mechanics of the tunnelling works, but 

this is not included in this article. 

The Haga church 

The church is situated partly on top of the planned rock cavern but also adjacent the large 

open cut at Nya Allén.   

 

Figure 3  Placering av Haga Kyrkan och den framtida Hagastationen; öppen schakt = ljusbrun, övergångszon = 
   magenta, berg = lila  

   Localisation of the Haga church with the future Haga station outline; open cut = yellowish brown,  
   transition zone = magenta, rock part = purble 

The church building 

The church is about 170 years old and constructed with bricks and sandstone in new 

gothic style. The church is considered sensitive and with high cultural value.  

The major foundation of the church is established directly on the bedrock. The gneiss 

beneath that was blasted for levelling the foundation. The uneven terrain implied that in 

parts the foundation needed to be rather high. The foundation is made with granite blocks 

where voids were filled with brickworks. The vestry foundation is made out of concrete 

founded on steel piles as it was constructed later. 

To monitor and supervise the building turned out to be a challenge due to physical 

constraints and the potential risk for movements, differential settlements and fractures 
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that might occur due to the construction activities planned for Haga station.  See Figure 

5 for pictures showing various precious areas of the church. 

 

Figure 4  Haga Kyrkan mot söder; tornet är placerat direkt över bergrummet 

    The Haga church towards south; the church tower will be centred on top of the rock cavern 

 
Figure 5  a), b) Detaljer såsom portaler och fönster, byggda av skotsk sandsten; c), d) Interiör såsom renderade  
   väggar och pelare samt orgeln 

   a), b) Details showing portals and windows constructed in Scottish sandstone; c), d) Interior showing  
   rendered walls and pillars as well as the organ 
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Rock excavation and its expected influence on the church   

The rock excavation in both the open cut towards the north and under the church will be 

made in stages coupled to rock support execution and concrete works in the open cut 

towards the north.  For various excavation sequences and rock conditions the expected 

movements of the bedrock and the thereby the influence on foundation of the church have 

been estimated.  The excavation will take place in stages thus not subjecting the 

overlaying rock and the church to an excavation front passing but allowing for more even 

movements in several stages. 

 

Figure 6  Del av bergrumsmodellen med placering av Haga Kyrkan; visningsriktning mot söder  

   Part of model of the rock cavern och location of the Haga church; the view is taken towards south 

As part of the tender documentation, a risk analyses regarding blast induced vibrations 

and limiting values according to Swedish Standard was performed. Moreover, the church 

have been investigated in detail, that have implied lowering of the allowable vibration 

levels, compared to the standard and is more coupled to the investigations made. The 

detailed investigations also resulted in increase of monitoring measurements and controls 

in the church, such as automatic monitoring instrumentation inside the church. 

Risk assessment for the construction and expected movements 

Rock mechanics calculations have been made to assess the impact on the vicinity of the 

Stations Haga rock cavern.  Various rock conditions, excavation sequences, rock stress 

conditions have been parts of those studies. A conclusion of those studies is that the 
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church will move a few mm more in the corner directly over the cavern, compared to the 

parts not directly over the cavern. The expected movements are in the range 2 - 9 mm, 

i.e. a moderate differential settlement (0.009/40 = 0,02 %), see Figure 8.   

 

Figure 7  Befintliga sprickor på insidan kyrkan, delvis i bärande konstruktion 

   Existing cracks inside the church, partly in the bearing construction walls 

 

Figure 8  Haga Kyrkan och förväntade rörelser pga. berguttag, visas som vektorer för varje hörn;    
   blåa vektorer = horisontal rörelse, gula vektorer = vertikal rörelse, för storlek hänvisas till skalan  

   The Haga church and expected movements due to cavern excavation shown as arrows for each corner; 
   blue arrows = horizontal movement, yellow arrows = vertical movement, refer to scale for magnitude 

Scale 

3 mm 
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Cooperation and monitoring revision procedure 

The West Link will be built in an urban environment, which means that great 

consideration needs to be shown to the city's inhabitants and organisations. The 

construction is subject to restrictions regarding times, permitted vibration and noise 

levels, deformations and groundwater tables. Those restrains leads to the need for 

extremely cooperative approach and teamwork in all project areas. 

Monitoring organisation 

The West Link project is a highly collaborative project between the client Trafikverket 

and the contractor, AGN Haga, which awarded the Haga project in late 2018. However, 

evaluation of existing conditions, risk analysis, control plans and base monitoring have 

started many years prior to start of the project and emergence of the contractor. A lot of 

attention were put on the Haga church during that period and already precise levelling 

monitoring of the facade as well as groundwater monitoring has started in the area of 

vicinity of the church. There were series of inventories of current state performed prior to 

the tender and repeated directly prior to works by few different, objective consultants. 

The early start of measurements and inspections enabled mainly:  

1. To catch general movements. 

2. To facilitate better and safer design of the tunnel and station excavation. 

3. To protect Client and Contractor from unjustified claims in the future. 

The close cooperation between AGN, Trafikverket as well as the church owner is 

necessary in the both design and execution stage as well. In the following chapter, the 

collaboration between the parties is described with the special focus on the monitoring of 

Haga church. 

Cooperation between AGN and Trafikverket   

Since AGN have been chosen to execute the E04 contract, AGN specialists from different 

disciplines joined Trafikverket experts and their efforts to build the Haga station in right 

time, with right quality and right price. Regarding monitoring, there are vast number of 

requirements that need to be followed, e.g. allowed limits for the existing structures 

movements and vibrations including Haga church, minimum frequencies, governing 

standards and other supporting documents and methodologies to be followed during the 

construction phase.    

The cooperation starts already in the design stage, where the construction design and 

control plans are prepared, revised, accepted and put into the construction phase. Regular 

meetings and discussions between AGN and Trafikverket are set up to bring the best and 

most optimal solutions. Design calculations and impact modelled in complex engineering 

software on the environment need to be within assigned thresholds levels. In case of 

threshold value exceedances, action plans are drawn in advance to be able to take fast and 
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proper decisions to mitigate and stop the negative trends.  Trafikverket more than actively 

participates in the design and execution stage, revising all submitted documents and 

keeping an eye on the proper execution of both construction works and monitoring. There 

is a huge learning curve already observed in the project as well as knowledge exchange. 

The fact that the project environment is highly international, allows bringing the best 

ideas from many successfully built constructions in Sweden and around the world. 

Cooperation between the church owner and Trafikverket 

By the end of year 2018, the church owner and Trafikverket started having regular 

meetings and since today, several meetings with approximately tree month’s interval have 

been held. In between, plenty of technical documents were shared, commented and 

revised.  

From Trafikverket several persons with various technical backgrounds, i.e. rock 

specialists, surveying specialist, vibration specialists and cultural specialists have 

participated in the meetings and discussions. 

The main aim with these meetings was to transparently inform about production 

scheduling, planned works and how monitoring of the church is intended to be done. 

Furthermore, the aim was to present and agree upon control programmes including 

measuring principles and limit values, i.e. regarding deformations and vibrations, as well 

as data storage, analysis and alarm routines. We even agreed that the church owner would 

get access to our monitoring database for being able to follow the control measurements. 

At the meetings, even Trafikverket’s cultural control program, including, among other 

things, crack investigation and documentation, investigation of sensitive equipment and 

systematical documentation of both the interior and exterior by high-resolution photos as 

well as protection measures and actions was presented and discussed.   

More detailed information regarding the cultural control program and its scope of work 

is not part of this article. 

Nevertheless, for Trafikverket it is important that the church owner, as well as all other 

property owners, feel confident and safe. Therefore, the meeting series between the 

church owner and Trafikverket is to be continued, surely more frequent, certainly when 

excavation works will start and are ongoing.  

Monitoring control program  

Even expected movements of the church and the surrounding area are relatively small, an 

extensive structural, geotechnical and hydrogeological monitoring program is envisaged, 

with following principal aims: 

1. To monitor the church critical items and ascertain measurements within set limits. 

2. To verify design assumptions based on instruments used. 
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3. To help the engineer to determine how fast construction can proceed without 

adverse effects on the foundation soil and construction materials used. 

4. If deemed required introduce required adjustments such as e.g. lowering allowable 

blast vibrations, or actually revise changes to excavation and support sequences.  

5. To determine the need for modifications to loading or support arrangement. 

The chapters below present the features of sophisticated instrumentation available today 

for geotechnical and structural monitoring implemented in Haga church monitoring. A 

wide range of sophistic have been described with their applications to meet the 

requirements of different types of structures, with the focused lied to Haga church 

structure and surrounding. 

In Table 1, the measurements and controls for Haga church and its vicinity are 

summarized. 

ASSET MONITORING INSTRUMENT 
PARAMETER TO BE 

READ/CALCULATED 

Church (inside and outside) 

Precise levelling Settlement 

3D monitoring (automatic) 3D deformation 

Biaxial clinometers (automatic) 2D deformation (tilting) 

Crack meter (automatic) Crack width expansion 

Vibration monitoring  Velocity, frequency, triaxial 

Rock cavern 

Extensometers  Settlement through depth 

Inclinometers 2D deformation through depth 

Convergence 3D monitoring 3D deformation, relative  

Surrounding area (additional 

instruments) 

Piezometers  Groundwater table 

Stain gauges Strain/stress 

Load cells Force  

Church + surrounding area 
InSAR Deformations in lines of sight 

Ocular inspections Cracks, state, photos etc. 

Table 1 Sammanfattning av utrustning avsedd för övervakning av Haga kyrkan och dess omgivning 

  Summary of monitoring instrumentation foreseen to monitor the Haga church and its vicinity 

Monitoring outside the church including the tower 

Due to Haga church construction and location, the building is to be monitored by precise 

levelling, automatic Total Station, automatic biaxial clinometers.  As church is located in 

the park and surrounded by high trees, one side of the church is monitored by Total Station 

and another one is instrumented in 2D clinometers. All around the church, traditional 

settlement measurements are to be performed as the most reliable way of checking the 
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proper function of close to real time monitoring systems. The scheme of monitoring 

measuring points outside the church is depicted on Figure 9.  

  

Figure 9  Mätpunkter från entreprenören AGN på utsidan kyrkan 

   Measurement points from the contractor AGN outside the church 

In addition, Trafikverket uses radar satellite technology, so called InSAR, to monitor 

deformations over the entire centre of Gothenburg, starting in year 2015. InSAR 

(Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar) is a technique that maps millimetre-scale 

deformations of the surface by calculating phase differences of the reflected radar signals. 

After a comparison between traditional and InSAR monitoring data, results demonstrate 

the quality of information provided by InSAR data on soil‐structure interaction 

mechanisms. A huge amount of InSAR measurement points can be found, showing no 

ongoing natural movements of main parts of the building, se Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10 InSAR portal och deformationsmätningar av kyrkan från både upp- och nedåtgående satellitbana  

   InSAR portal and deformation measurements for the church from both ascending and descending orbit 
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Monitoring inside the church 

Due to complicated bearing structure and complex estimated deformations of the church, 

it was decided to intensify monitoring program also inside the church. The measuring 

program inside the church consists of set of different types of measurements. Precise 

levelling, automatic biaxial clinometers and crack meters. The scheme of instrumentation 

inside the church is presented on Figure 11.  Moreover, visual inspections and very dense 

vibration monitoring is provided within separate control program, se Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11 a) Plan med övervakningsutrustning på insidan kyrkan och som visar sättningsdubbar, lutningssensorer 
   och sprickmätare; b) Vibrationsmätare på insidan kyrkan  

   a) Plan with monitoring equipment inside the church showing settlement pins, clinometers and crack  
   meters; b) Vibration measurement equipment inside the church 

All mentioned above monitoring points were scrupulously decided based on the church 

inventories, its state as well as due to logistic and aesthetic reasons, because the church 

will be in service during whole construction period. Therefore, all automatic instruments 

inside the church are in wireless configuration.   

Monitoring of rock stability in the cavern 

Monitoring equipment inside the tunnels during excavation will be a combination of 

extensometers, inclinometers and convergence measurements, installed to follow up and 

control the excavation sequencing and resulting reactions in the rock mass in the 

immediate vicinity to the rock tunnels and excavations. The procurement of instruments 

and measurements are regulated within the BoQ part of the contract. The sections of 

extensometers and inclinometers in vicinity of the church are depicted in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12 Schema för övervakning av bergrummet i omgivningen av kyrkan, konvergensmätning ej inkluderad 

   Scheme of monitoring of rock cavern in vicinity to the church, convergence measurement not included 

Monitoring of the surrounding area 

Besides, above mentioned monitoring of the church are in particular, there is an extensive 

measurements of ground water table levels, ground, utilities and other existing structures 

like buildings, tramlines, quay walls and bridges. Monitoring of retaining structures like 

diaphragm walls or sheet piles, struts by means of inclinometers, 3D monitoring, strain 

gauges and load cells, allows to take early mitigation measures not to have any influence 

on surrounding areas.   Furthermore, vast monitoring instrumentation of the tunnels and 

around them, increases the safety and accuracy of performed works. 

Concluding remarks 

Monitoring started with in-depth risk assessments, computer modelling and design as well 

as preparation of control programs that are already implemented or planned to be 

implemented in the near future. The main aims are to get a good picture of the ”zero-

level” before the major works and to facilitate better and safer design of the tunnel and 

station excavation. 

The scope of the structural, geotechnical and hydrogeological monitoring control 

programs as well as the cultural control program is going to be evaluated continuously. 

The scope can be extended or reduced depending on both monitoring results as well as 

results from further inspections and the continuous follow-ups. 

The more updated picture of the monitoring results and its relation to the Haga station 

cavern excavation may be presented in the future.  
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